Tactical missiles, c w i n g kinetic energy, high explosives, or multiple submunitions are an integral paR of the current and future US Annv weawns inventow. Naturallv. the number of missiles that can be stowed on . . improvements in guidance systems may make it possible to reduce missile size without a proportionate decrease in effectiveness. A nrimitive I-DOF comouter model is used here to show how advances in missile technolorn -. might allow smaller missiles in the future to carry out the mission of today's larger missiles. A scaled-down version of a typical current generation missile is taken as the next generation missile. Hypothetical improvements in this smaller missile are then chosen in four basic areas-propellant impulse, bum time, weight fraction, and aerodynamic drag-with the effects on lethality reported in a nondimnsional format.
INTRODUCTION
The average drag and missile mass, from t, to t,,,, can be defined as The simplest expression governing missile motion in a gravity-free, zero-drag environment is the ideal velocity equation:
",+I + ", ( 1 ) and where v is the velocity, M is the total missile mass, g is the acceleration due to gravity, I,, is the specific impulse of the propellant, and subscripts 0 and f refer to the pre-bum and post-bum conditions, respectively. where CD is the drag coefficient, p is the air density, To include the effect of air resistance on the and A is the cross-sectional area of the missile, -missile, a drag force, D , must be added, such that if the motion of the missile is partitioned into small time 2. VALIDATING SIMPLE MODEL increments, t,,, -t,, the drag modified equivalent of A knowledge of 'the missile's drag coefficient, Eqn (1) would be CD(V), depends on the missile's geometry. For missile.
The change in missile mass with time, M(t), during the propellant bum phase for the typical missile of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 3 . Putting the data from Figs 2 and 3 into tabular form, Eqns (2) and (3) can be evaluated and plotted using microsoft excel (http://www.microsoft.com), as shown in Fig. 4 . Also shown, for comparison, is the outcome if drag was ignored. It can be seen that drag during rocket bum results in about a 5 per cent reduction in the peak (no drag) velocity. Velocity is nondimensionalised, here and henceforth, by the speed, Vmrnm. deemed necessary to produce the minimum lethal kinetic energy at the target for the particular penetrator mass payload.
NEXT GENERATION MISSILE

Baseline Design
The number of missiles that can be stowed onboard any launch platform is an important factor. A smaller, but equally lethal missile, is always favoured, how might this be accomplished? A baseline next generation missile might start as a scaled-down version of the current tactical missile, using as much of the current missile technology and components as possible. For example, suppose the baseline next generation missile utilises the same propellant formulation, motor case, guidance control, and missile body material, as the current missile ( Fig. 1) . but is scaled-down to, say, 75 per cent of its length. Such a The PRODAS is also used to model the missile's design is shown in Fig, 6 , where the constraints of a trajectory in free flight. In particular, for the missile reduced length missile are met by wrapping the described in aerodynamic drag, are chosen solely to illustrate how these parameters would influence performance. These are not necessarily an indication of what experts in these areas would agree upon as eminently foreseeable; neither are these considered totally unreasonable.
Increased Propellant Weight Fraction
Advances in materials technology may allow a future missile motor case to be made from lighter, stronger materials, in which case the propellant mass would be a higher fraction of the overall missile motor 
Increased Specific Impulse of Propellant
The specific impulse is really the thrust force impulse per unit weight of burned fuel mass. If advances in the propellant formulation, such as creating equally energetic but lighter weight fuel, were achieved, which increased the specific impulse, by say 15 per cent, it would increase the peak velocity by an additional -14 per cent over that already obtained with an increased propellant weight fraction, as shown in Fig. 8 . The combined increase in propellant weight fraction and specific impulse allows the upgraded next generation missile to move above the unit lethality threshold, reaching out to 4 km before reduced bum time, compared to --3 km at reduced burn time for the baseline next generation missile [and full-scale reference missile (Fig.7) ].
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Reduced Bum Time
Although, the region of lethality (VW,,,,n KE > 1)
for the next generation missile is shown to span -2 km in Fig. 8 , it begins 1 km further downrange than for the reference missile. To increase lethality at shorter range, it is necessary to bum the propellant faster. If the propellant bum time was reduced to only 25 per cent of its current value, the predicted trajectory would appear as indicated in Fig. 9 , shifting the lethal velocity to within -400 m of launch. 
CONCLUSION
As demonstrated, a simple 1-DOF computer model can be used by non-experts to examine how advances in technology might allow smaller missiles in the future to perform as well as their larger missile counterparts of today. The model reveals the basic influences (benefits and drawbacks) of each technology on downrange lethality. For example, a shorter bum time moves the region of lethality closer to the point of launch, but it does so at the expense of shortening the range over which the missile remains lethal, unless an in-flight reduction in drag occurs after bumout. Furthermore, the examples demonstrate how the model could be used to estimate the minimum percentage improvement needed in a given technology to bring missile lethality to a desired level. This paper shows how a simple model can provide fundamental answers to cost-versus-benefit questions concerning how best to incorporate, or invest in advanced missile system technologies.
